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The idea that gives structure to my work is "the imagination" as a form of knowledge and production possibilities and pre-
view events. 
 
Imagination is a plan of life that we all share, sometimes absurd and limited by science and other disciplines that have the 
task of checking facts. The imagination as primary ally of survival. I try not to insinuate truths, rather ask questions about 
reality and context. 
 
Crystals, science fiction, sound, mathematics, cartographic and the drawing, are stable subjects who remain and reappear 
along the my working process. Im use a different techniques and disciplines  to develop and understand the qualities of each 
subject and specific project. 
 
The drawing, his practice allows me to observe carefully, learn and understand forms, workings and similarities of my sur-
roundings and the unknown, it is a practical and system by which I produce knowledge. 
 
 The work done in Art Hub, " Aquatic constructions " refers to the overflowing capacity of new architectural and engineer-
ing techniques to make use of the maritime abyss as living space, taking as an example the Palms Islands , The Palms , The 
world , and the Burj Al Arab, I've drawn four aquatic buildings, with the possibility of sculpture, room or observatory. 
 
I was surprising to observe from the vicinity the process of developing an economic project and identity consolidation of 
two young multicultural cities in Abu Dhabi and Dubai, from its representations / architectural monuments. are they an ex-
ample to the world ?, or are they a test model for the world 
 
Born in Mexico City, place where she lives and works . She has exhibited in, 2015 CCCB Barcelona, España, and TeatroClavé, 
Tordera, España, 2014 San Pedro Museo de Arte, Puebla, México, 2013 Museo del Chopo, México D.F., 2011 MACG y Mata-
dero, México DF, and Madrid., 2010 Casa Vecina, México D.F., Fonoteca Nacional, Ciudad de México, 2009  Gallery  of LaEs-
meralda, México DF., 2008 Laboratorio Arte Alameda, México DF., and CENART México DF. 
 
She worked as coordinator of the Photographic Archive Hector Garcia, in the Fundación Colección Jumex in residence pro-
gram for artists educators " The central artistic experimentation ", in the Conservation Center and the Center of the arts 
in Guanajuato as a teacher. Residences and awards,  2014 residence in the Foundation Teatre clave and the Faculty of Fine 
Arts, University of Barcelona, Tordera, Spain, 2013-2014 grant of the Youth Programme creators FONCA , México, DF., 
2012 Residency Program for teaching artist, Colección Jumex. 


